The Eveready® Brilliant Beam™ LED 2AA offers an energy-saving household lighting choice. With 8 times the run time of the incandescent version of this light, there are fewer battery changes. The LED never needs replacing, unlike the Krypton bulb that only lasts about 15 hours. It offers compact size for convenient storage, an easy to use slide switch and a molded-in attachment point for a lanyard.

**Before Using Your Flashlight:**
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light.

**BRIGHT**
- One White Japan technology LED delivers 7 lumens of light

**ECONOMICAL**
- LED never needs replacing
- Longer run time means fewer battery changes

**LONG-LASTING**
- 25 hours of useable light between battery changes using Eveready® Super Heavy Duty ™ batteries
- 85 hours with Energizer® MAX®

**Performance:**
- Run Time

**Important Notice**
This datasheet contains information specific to products manufactured at the time of its publication.
Contents herein do not constitute a warranty.
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